This article contains work associated with a resolution of the Riemann hypothesis, following work by Taylor [1], Lagarias and Suzuki [2] and Ki [3], as well as Pustyl'nikov [4, 5] and Keiper [6] . Functions ξ+(s) and ξ−(s) are considered, for which it is known that all zeros lie on the critical line. The Riemann hypothesis itself pertains to the question of the location of the zeros of the sum and difference of ξ+(s) and ξ−(s), and this is investigated. An argument is developed which prima facie establishes the validity of the Riemann hypothesis. It adds to a necessary condition of Pustyl'nikov a sufficient condition. A second argument is discussed, which could have been accessible to Riemann.
Introduction
The Riemann hypothesis is widely recognised as one of the most important and difficult unsolved problems in mathematics [7, 8] . It asserts that all non-trivial zeros of the function ζ(s) = ζ(σ + it) lie on the critical line σ = 1/2. Since its formulation in 1859 it has inspired the creation of a vast and deep literature, both analytic and numeric.
It is not a purpose here to review this panoply of scholarship, but rather to follow elements of three particular streams concerning functions related to ζ(s) for which is has been proved that all zeros in fact lie on the critical line. The first stream commenced with a posthumous paper by Taylor [1] , which proved that the difference of two ξ functions (symmetrised zeta functions) whose argument differed by unity had all its zeros on the critical line. It was continued around sixty years later by papers of Lagarias and Suzuki [2] and Ki [3] , which showed that the sum of the same functions had all its zeros on the critical line.
The second stream derives from the work of Pustyl'nikov [4, 5] . He derived an integral form for the derivatives of one of the two ξ functions studied by the previous group of authors. He established that all these derivatives were positive reals, and that this was a necessary condition for the Riemann hypothesis to hold. Here we establish a convenient power series for the second ξ function, and series for the symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the ξ series, as well as bounding relations among these functions along the real axis of s.
The third stream is concerned with relations between the coefficients of power series of ξ and its logarithm and sums over inverse powers of the zeros of ξ [9, 6, 10, 11] . These relations enable necessary conditions to be established for the Riemann hypothesis to hold, and to do this use a mapping from the critical line to the unit circle.
The outline of the rest of this article is as follows. In Section 2, we give definitions and basic properties of the functions we deal with. We also consider mappings for zeros of functions onto straight lines and circles illustrated in Fig.  1 , with the symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of ξ functions having all their zeros on the unit circle. The Riemann hypothesis requires then the zeros of the two ξ functions to lie on a circle of radius one half and a straight line: these touch at the rightmost point of the unit circle in the transformed variable w. Section 3 discusses power series for the various functions ξ and their combinations, both in s and the transformed variable w. The sums over inverse powers of zeros are connected with these series, and bounding relations are established for real w. Section 4 gives the main result of this paper, which is that Pustyl'nikov's necessary condition is also sufficient-a prima facie proof of the Riemann hypothesis. The argument is based on establishing the radius of convergence of a series for log ξ, given the fact that the symmetric and antisymmetric functions obey the Riemann hypothesis, and the bounds on the real w axis. Section 5 contains a parallel argument, relying on elements probably known to Riemann. Section 6 exhibits power series of various functions discussed in this paper, up to order 12 and with coefficients to 24 decimals.
Note that all calculations for this paper have been performed on a laptop (MacBook Pro, late 2013, 16 GB) in Mathematica, and thus are readily checked by those having computers of moderate power and adequate software.
Definitions
The function ξ(s) is even under s → 1 − s and is defined as
We will also be interested in the following two combinations of ξ:
and
These are respectively even and odd under the substitution s → 1 − s. The fact that all the non-trivial zeros of the function ξ − (s) lie on the critical line was first established by P.R. Taylor [1] . The location of all the non-trivial zeros of the function ξ + (s) on the critical line was established by Lagarias and Suzuki [2] , Ki [3] , and McPhedran and Poulton [12] . We will be interested in mappings which move the location of lines along which zeros are located onto circles in the complex plane. For the case of ξ − (s) and ξ + (s) the mapping from the critical line (s) = σ = 1/2 onto the unit circle is
The inverse transformation is
For the function ξ (s + 1/2) the corresponding forward transformation is
Its inverse transformation is
The zeros of ξ (s + 1/2) lie on σ = 0 and are mapped onto the unit circle in the plane of complex w h . For the function ξ (s − 1/2) the corresponding forward transformation is
The zeros of ξ (s − 1/2) lie on σ = 1 and are mapped onto the unit circle in the plane of complex w m . We next connect w h and w m to the complex variable w. Eliminating s between (4) and (7) we find
The equation for the fixed point of this transformation is
The fixed point is then of second order at w = w h = 1. The corresponding equations relating to w m are Table 1 : Data for key points in Fig. 1 .
while again the fixed point for the transformation yields w = 1 = w m being of second order. Figure 1 illustrates curves of constant modulus pertaining to these discussions. The black unit circle corresponds to |w| = 1, and thus to the mapping of the critical line through equation (4) . The blue circle centred on w = 1/2 of radius 1/2 corresponds to the constraint |w m | = 1, and the mapping of the line σ = 1, with the blue vertical line being |w m | = 3, u = −1/3. The red lines are for |w h | = 1 and |w h | = 2. The two fixed points occur where the two circles touch, with the line |w h | = 1 being tangent to both. We give in Table 1 values for w, s, ξ(s + 1/2 and ξ(s − 1/2) at key points in Fig. 1 . Note the equality of ξ(s + 1/2) and ξ(s − 1/2) for s = 1/2 means that ξ − (1/2) is zero. Also, the last two rows indicate that ξ(s + 1/2) and ξ(s − 1/2) diverge faster than at a simple pole as w → 1.
Expansions of ξ
We commence with the expansion of ξ(s+1/2), based on the work of Pustyl'nikov [4, 5] :
where the coefficients ξ r can be obtained in integral form from
with
and ω(x) = ∞ n=1 exp(−πn 2 x) being related to the elliptic theta function ϑ 3 . Pustyl'nikov [5] establishes in his Theorem 1 that all even order derivatives of ξ(s) at s = 1/2 are strictly positive. His Theorem 2 is that Theorem 1 provides a necessary condition for the Riemann hypothesis to hold. Asymptotic analysis of the integral (13) may be found in Pustyl'nikov [4] , and supplementary comments with numeric results are available in [13] .
We replace s + 1/2 by s on the left-hand side of (13) and expand the consequent right-hand side terms in (s − 1/2) using the Binomial Theorem. After collecting powers of s we arrive at:
Replacing s by −s in (16) and using the even symmetry of ξ(s) under s → 1 − s we find:
We can also replace s by s − 1 in (13) to give:
Separating the expression in (18) into the contributions from odd and even n:
The expansions of the functions ξ + (s) and ξ − (s) are then:
For use in the various expansions of this section, the first 5000 constants ξ r have been evaluated with an accuracy goal of 24 decimals in Mathematica [13] .
Connection of power series with sums over powers of zeros
If f (z) is an analytic function having an infinite set of simple zeros at the points a 0 , a 1 , a 3 , . . . which tend to infinity as n → ∞, with |a n | = 0 for all n, then we have the sum rules for positive integers m:
We can find the Taylor series coefficients of log[ξ(s)/ξ(0)] by employing logarithmic polynomials [14] . Denoting the zeros of ξ(s) by ρ, we obtain values for the sums over inverse powers of zeros:
which are always real since every zero ρ can be paired with its conjugate, also a zero. Keiper also consider the relationship between the coefficients σ k and those occurring in two further expansions:
He shows that:
Also,
The coefficients τ k hold a particular interest in relation to the Riemann hypothesis. Indeed, as Keiper shows,
From (30), if the Riemann hypothesis holds, the |τ k | must be bounded by
On the other hand, if the |τ k | are bounded, then for no ρ, |ρ| > |1 − ρ|, so the Riemann hypothesis holds.
In terms of the behaviour of the λ k , Li's criterion [10, 11] states that the Riemann hypothesis is equivalent to λ k ≥ 0 for every positive integer k. These two criteria are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The quantities τ k decrease as k increases in the range shown, moving further below the limit 0.046191479322. The quantities λ k increase roughly linearly with k (the slope being about 0.023), again moving away from the limit of zero. Keiper comments on the difficulty of finding numerically exceptions to the Riemann hypothesis using this sort of behaviour. Indeed, if we consider the equation
then for the quantity in square brackets to become negative for an exception to the Riemann hypothesis with t > T , we require (roughly) m > 2T 2 . Currently, T = O(10 9 ), so m > O(10 18 ).
Power series in the variable w
The expansions we will now exhibit are those relevant to Fig. 1 , namely: for ξ(s + 1/2), ξ(s − 1/2), ξ + (s) and ξ − (s) with s replaced by 1/(1 − w) about w = 0 pertaining to the unit circle in the w plane, and for ξ(s − 1/2) with s replaced by 1/(1 −ŵ) pertaining to the circle of radius 1/2 centred onŵ = w − 1/2 = 0. From (13),
(33) Here from Theorem 1 of Pustyl'nikov [5] all the ξ r are positive, and ξ 0 ≈ 0.497121. This function is then monotonic increasing as w increases from negative infinity up to w = 1, where it encounters an essential singularity, with all its derivatives tending to infinity.
We can also find the expansion for ξ(s − 1/2) using (13):
(34)
Once again, the form (34) is monotonic increasing as w increases from negative infinity up to w = 1, where it encounters an essential singularity, with all its derivatives tending to infinity. Combining (33) and (34), we find that
The leading terms as w → 1 in these two expansions are respectively ξ r /(1−w) 2r and rξ r /(1 − w) 2r−1 , so the former will be much larger than the latter-see Fig  3. Both will increase monotonically for increasing real w. From (13-36), for real w < 1 we have the inequalities:
and 
Extensions of Pustyl'nikov's results
We have already mentioned theorems due to Pustyl'nikov: all the coefficients ξ r are positive, and that this is a necessary condition for the Riemann hypothesis to hold. The aim of this section is to provide a proof that the condition is also sufficient. Proof. We know from the results of Taylor [1] , Lagarias and Suzuki [2] and Ki [3] that all zeros of ξ + (s) and ξ − (s) lie on σ = 1/2, which corresponds to the unit circle in the w plane. The radii of convergence of the power series of log ξ + (1/(w − 1)) and log ξ − (1/(w − 1)) about w = 0 are then unity. The singularities of these two logarithmic functions lie at the zeros of ξ + (s) and ξ − (s) and at the essential singularity of each, which is at w = 1. They can be re-expanded about w = 1/2, to give power series which have a radius of convergence of 1/2, diverging at the essential singularity.
Our objective is to prove that the radius of convergence of the power series of log ξ(1/(w − 1) − 1/2 about w = 1/2 is 1/2: this corresponds to the inner circle of Fig. 1 . The essential singularity of this function lies at w = 1, and from the fact that an infinite number of zeros of ζ(s) lies on σ = 1/2, we know that these lie on the inner circle. The radius of convergence can thus not exceed unity. Now, by the theory of power series [15] , they converge absolutely everywhere inside the circle of convergence, and diverge everywhere outside it. Thus, all we need to prove is that the power series for log ξ(1/(w − 1) − 1/2) about the centre w = 1/2 converges everywhere along the ray from w = 1/2 with w real, for w < 1. However, this is trivially true, since we have shown in the inequality (38) that the power series for ξ(1/(w − 1) − 1/2) lies between that for ξ + (1/(w − 1) )and zero, while the series for ξ + (1/(w − 1) ) converges up to w = 1. Consequently, the power series for log ξ(1/(w − 1) − 1/2) lies below that for log ξ + (1/(w − 1)) up to w = 1 (by the monotonicity of the logarithmic function). Both logarithmic power series are monotonic increasing, and so the lower one cannot diverge before the upper one, while both diverge at w = 1. The radius of convergence of the series for log ξ(1/(w − 1) − 1/2) must then be precisely one half.
Riemann's reasoning?
In this section, we present an alternative argument to the Theorem of the previous section, which does not rely on the results of Pustyl'nikov, and is built from ideas probably accessible to Riemann. We consider the expansion of log ξ(s − 1/2):
We treat the two parts on the right separately. We replace in each s − 1/2 by 1/(1 − w) − 1/2 and expand for w approach unity from below. The series for the prefactor is
The series for ζ is absolutely convergent for w real, and is in truncated form
The approximation (41) has a relative error of 2.5% at w = 0.8, 0.5% at w = 0.85 and 0.02% at w = 0.9. 4 shows that the combination of (40) and (41) gives an increasingly accurate result as w increases beyond 0.8. Knowledge of only the first term in (40) is sufficient to indicate that the prefactor contribution increasingly dominates the zeta-function contribution as w tends up towards unity. Hence, it is evident that log ξ (1/(1 − w) ) is finite on the real axis of w for every value below unity, so that the radius of convergence of its power series about w = 1/2 cannot be other than one half. This forms a simple argument for the location of all zeros of ζ(s − 1/2) being on σ = 1.
6 Expansions in numerical form 6 
.1 Power series in the variable s
In the following, we will exhibit both analytic expressions and numerical forms of power series for various functions. The former will be limited by the rapid increase of complexity of coefficient expressions with order. Firstly, for ξ(s + 1/2),
where
From (44) we deduce
In this way, all odd order derivatives of ζ(s) at s = 1/2 may be eliminated from power series. This gives:
(46) Numerically, the even order coefficients up to order 10 are: (0, 0.497120778188314109912774), (2, 0.0114859721575727187676249), (4, 0.000123452018070318006890346), (6, 8 .32355481385527072004759 10 −7 ), (8, 3.99222655134413717472527 10 −9 ), (10, 1.46160257601109608624121 10 −11 ).
Next, for ξ(s − 1/2),
(49) The expressions for D 2 , D 3 and D 4 are too complicated to warrant reproduction. Numerically, the coefficients up to order 10 are: 0.508731038726323958025671, -0.0234707786048020825988372, 0.0122392820411106099993383, -0.000510680509960582081197381, 0.000136219896777660495235434, -5.22141487535619756401486 10 −6 , 9.47246998269225412163851 10 −7 , -3.37259460993816995307624 10 −8 , 4.67141900041698784170513 10 −9 , -1.55773064531108593374648 10 −10 , 1.75421192426233609057205 10 −11 .
Combining (42) and (47),
For the function ξ + (s), the numerical values of the first ten coefficients E + n are: 0.502925908457319033969223, -0.0117353893024010412994186, 0.0118626270993416643834816, -0.000255340254980291040598691, 0.000129835957423989251062890, -2.61070743767809878200743 10 −6 , 8.89801239827376242084305 10 −7 , -1.68629730496908497653812 10 −8 , 4.33182277588056250821520 10 −9 , -7.78865322655542966873238 10 − 11, 1.60790725013671608840663 10 −11 . For the function ξ − (s), the first ten coefficients E − n are: -0.005805130269004924056449, 0.0117353893024010412994186, -0.0003766549417689456158567, 0.000255340254980291040598691, -6.383939353671244172544 10 −6 , 2.61070743767809878200743 10 −6 , -5.7445758441849170079546 10 −8 , 1.68629730496908497653812 10 −8 , -3.3959622453642533348993 10 −10 , 7.78865322655542966873238 10 −11 , -1.4630467412562000216542 10 −12 .
Numerical results related to those of Keiper
We now consider relationship between power series expansions and sums of inverse powers of zeros, building on work of Keiper [6] and Lehmer [9] . We start with the expansion of ξ(s) about s = 0:
and F 2 = 1 32 (8γ − 6γ 2 + π 2 + 2 log(4π)(−4 − 2γ + log(4π)) − 16γ 1 ),
where γ 1 ≈ −0.0728158 is the Stieltjes gamma constant of order unity. The numerical values of the first eleven coefficients F n are:
